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From the Chair 
Sarah Younie 

The start of the year brought the very sad news of the loss of Tony 
van der Kuyl, who died unexpectedly after a short illness on 24 
January. Tony’s driving energy and commitment to ICT and 
education were inspirational; during his time with ITTE he often 
sparked lively discussions. Tony’s exuberance will always be 
remembered and further acknowledgements of his work and 
contribution to ITTE are given later in the newsletter. Also, we 

would like to say thank you to Mike Quickfall who attended Tony’s funeral on behalf of ITTE.  

This year also sees Avril Loveless stepping down from the wide and varied ITTE roles she has 
taken on over the years; as previous ITTE chair, committee member and more recently as the 
journal editor of Technology Pedagogy and Education. We would like to acknowledge and 
celebrate Avril’s extensive work with ITTE and, again most recently, for moving the journal 
into it’s now internationally recognised domain. On behalf of ITTE, we would like to wish 
Avril all the very best with new pastures, particularly in her role as professor at Brighton 
University and, as a special thank you, a bouquet of flowers are on their way to you.   

ITTE also has, by way of proxy, a new born member, Catriona Lily Esther Gillespie, born on 
27th February, to mum Helena; we wish you all the very best with your first child, enjoy her. It 
may be a cliché, but from personal experience I can honestly say, enjoy your baby while you can 
as it goes far too quickly; soon you are weaning, then they are crawling and Mum is back at 
work, all as though maternity leave never happened!  

Moving on to ITTE business, in the New Year the DCSF/Future Lab project ‘Beyond Current 
Horizons’ entered its second phase, with the launch of their website 
(www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk). We were invited to participate online and contribute via 
the Powerleague tool, which was a novel and visual way of collecting data for the project. 
Previously, in the first phase of the project during the autumn term, ITTE were asked to 
comment on a range of questions and issues pertaining to planning education for 2025. Many 
interesting comments were forthcoming from you on the list serve, which were collated and fed 
back to Bill Gibbon who is our contact for the project. Following the debate we thought it might 
make an interesting article for the newsletter and David Longman kindly agreed to do this, as 
you will see further on.  

Regarding the software licence agreement with ITT, ITTE (represented by Bob Fox, Graham 
Jarvis and myself) recently met with the TDA and BESA. The idea for this originated with Bob 
Fox at a TDA ICT Steering Group meeting and following Bob’s successful campaigning, with 
the support of Tim Tarrant from the TDA, a national press release was announced at BETT 08 
by the Secretary of State for Education, referred to as ITTSSL (Initial Teacher Training 
Software Site Licence). Our meeting in February was to follow up developments with BESA, as 
the key issue that has emerged concerns the need for further dissemination. At the meeting, it 
was agreed that the initiative needed a two fold promotion; one, to software companies and two, 
to ITT providers. Bob Fox is following this up and we will continue to meet with TDA and 
BESA to secure the ITTSSL, which leaves me to say on behalf of ITTE thank you to Bob Fox 
for his tireless championing of this initiative. And, to say thank you to Tim Tarrant for his 
continued and valued support, not only with ITTSSL, but also for his ‘open door’ philosophy 
with ITTE, which is appreciated.   

In another meeting with Teachers TV, TDA and ITTE, with Margaret Danby, Roger Keeling 
and Helen Smith also representing the ICT Subject Resource Network, we all met to discuss the 
use of material from Teachers TV. The commissioning editor of Teachers TV, Paul Aston, said 
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he was happy for ITTE members to feed through ideas for programmes, particularly examples 
of interesting and engaging practice and innovative teaching with ICT; we are invited to email 
suggestions to him at Paul.Ashton@teachers.tv. 

We are hoping to have a new ITTE flyer soon, which 
Ken Bingham from the committee is currently working 
on. Following a request on the list for photos, 
particularly ones with children using ICT, it became 
apparent that copyright and parental permission were 
quite prohibitive. With none forthcoming, one solution 
(as you can see) was to use one’s own children! This is 
Ben aged four, to whom the phrase ‘resistance is futile’ 
may well apply to; what with Dad’s MSc in IT, teaching 
ICT in a secondary school, and Mum’s PhD in teachers 
use of ICT, the poor lad probably doesn’t stand a chance. Just have to work on the baby now… 

And, lastly, a reminder. We hope to see as many of you as can make it to Carlisle on 14-16 July 
for our annual conference. By way of alleviating conference organiser anxiety over numbers, 
known from personal experience last year, it is very helpful to book early. For further details see 
the website (www.itte.org) or contact Dave Murray (dave.murray@cumbria.ac.uk). 

syounie@dmu.ac.uk 

Thanks to Avril 

At the last ITTE AGM, Avril Loveless announced that she was stepping down from her position 
as Editor of Technology, Pedagogy and Education, ITTE’s international refereed journal, and 
reducing her involvement in ITTE affairs in order to pursue new ventures following her 
promotion to Professor of Education.  As her successor in the editorial role, I would like to 
acknowledge her massive contribution to ITTE over the years in which she has been a key 
figure.   

She helped to make many summer conferences a success, with interesting, creative 
presentations and a friendly approach which encouraged less experienced participants to 
contribute. I am particularly conscious of the role she played in initiating ITTE research 
seminars and nurturing research groups. As Chair of the association from Autumn 1999 to 
Summer 2001, she was a quiet but effective leader whom everyone was motivated to work for 
and with.  When dealing with outside bodies, she represented the variety of interests within 
ITTE fairly and assertively. 

ITTE will miss her influence but, knowing Avril, I’m sure that we will always be able to call on 
her for help and wise advice whenever we need it. 

Steve Kennewell 

Editorial 
Libby Jared, Faculty of Education, University of Cambridge 

As the things-to-do list looms ever longer, it seems to stick with me as I fall to sleep, seemingly 
before my head hits the pillow. Being someone who appears to remember many dreams, last 
night I penned the title of this editorial - Farm Shop. 

mailto:Paul.Ashton@teachers.tv
http://www.itte.org/
mailto:dave.murray@cumbria.ac.uk
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I am lucky enough to live in Central Cambridge not the natural habitat of a real McCoy Farm 
Shop one might think but there just five houses between mine and it. What a treasure trove – I 
almost know the name of the cow, pig and lamb (apologies to the vegetarians) now in the 
fridge, organic bread lovingly baked, home-made this and that, always something new to try, 
good conversations about farming … The link?  

Let’s start by announcing that this newsletter is a treasure trove of articles. Beyond Current 
Horizons became a topic on the e-list. David Longman taking the bull by its horns has 
summarised the debate and powerfully argues for what ITTE needs to do next to support those 
just embarking on their careers. The list was also a useful means for John Woollard to harvest 
advice about how to support trainees with weaknesses in subject knowledge and indeed how 
much can one let pass. Armed with a trailer full of advice, John shares with readers what steps 
he has subsequently put in place, concluding most fittingly with a mentor’s thoughts on the 
topic. Maybe we could have more teacher comments in future articles. Gareth Honeyford and 
Bob Hopkins have cooked up a new assessment system for their course – home-made simple e-
portfolios. Tony Fisher reminds us of the sensible care needed when joining a plethora of 
networking groups, in reporting on Know IT All materials for Trainee Teacher. – I know 
AskNRICH discussion board users by their posting name but not their real name and though 
inventive no-one has opted to be called pig (yet). Good conversations abound with reports from 
Sarah Younie and John Woollard on two different day conferences that, by all accounts, they 
were fortunate enough to attend. The days sound stimulating for both their academic rigour and 
debate.  

And so on to a few new things to try. Graham Jarvis has certainly tried something new this year. 
He was allegedly attending SITE08 but somehow just managed to find himself at a few other 
sites/sights along the way. In recompense Graham has written about his experiences – are we 
jealous Graham? YES! Also new in this edition is the beginnings of of ITTE’s own research 
corner – a space where members can share current research interests. We are expecting that the 
seed sown in this edition will soon blossom all year round. 

How two articles can have removal men in their content came as something of a surprise but 
then Bob Fox’s questionnaire replies were unlikely to be run of the mill. I asked Bob to be in 
the hot seat this term as he faced pastures new in his (semi) retirement. My best lesson is also 
about someone who will be ploughing a new furrow.  

The remainder of the newsletter consists of its staple food - the bread and butter of the ITTE 
community. And so to all the contributors, a big thank you. What a dream. 

ecj20@cam.ac.uk 

Beyond Current Horizons 
David Longman, University of Wales, Newport 

In January 2008 the Department for Children, Schools and Families (DCSF) and Futurelab 
launched a research programme ‘Technology, children, schools and families – Beyond Current 
Horizons’. More detail is available on the programme’s website: 
(http://www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk). 

It is about developing a vision for the future of schools and schooling. Phase 1 of the 
programme, a focus exercise, has been completed and it now moves into Phase 2, mapping the 
research evidence. Phase 3, due to begin in 2009, will move towards action planning for the 
future. 

http://www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/
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Phase 2 will commence by reviewing key questions that have arisen from the first phase. Voting 
exercises called ‘Power Leagues’ have been conducted or are ongoing. These will help to 
identify research issues for Phase 2. Examples of the challenges and issues that have already 
been identified can be viewed at http://www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/get-involved/power-
league/ (the list is included at the end of this article). 

About time you might say! The pace of social change, particularly technological change, is 
leading to a situation where schools and schooling are perceived to be rapidly and increasingly 
at odds with the expectations and practices of everyday living and working. The adults of 2025 
are entering school today as young children. The world in which they live is increasingly 
complex, visually oriented, global in reach, changeable and perhaps more volatile. 

As part of the programme’s initial consultations for Phase 1 
ITTE members were asked to contribute ideas about what the 
vision for future education might look like, particularly from 
the point of view of teacher education. A number of members 
responded via the ITTE mailing list and here’s a snapshot and 
summary of some of the views put forward. (For editorial 
simplicity no attributions are given). 

We must continue to develop a fuller appreciation of what we 
are currently doing with ICT in schools and perhaps engage in 

some deep consolidation of what is already going on out there. Why is it that only 12% of a 
pupil’s time is spent using ICT for curriculum work? What can teacher education do to shift this 
proportion? This is an ongoing discussion about pedagogy and our understanding of how ICTs 
can provide rich and relevant learning experiences. 

At the same time, as a few members argued, it is important for teacher educators to be clear, if 
not vigilant, about the meaning of the idea of a ‘horizon’. A horizon can be construed both as a 
boundary, a barrier, and as an invitation to keep on travelling. There may be many possible 
horizons because explorers work from many different vantage points. Whose horizons are we 
talking about? 

Perhaps we need to consider how to develop an innovation culture in education accepting that 
change is a continuous process. We cannot know what the world will be like in 2025. Go back 
17 years to 1991 and we could not really know what the world would be like today. Has 
education changed sufficiently since then to adapt to the world of Web 2.0 and its 
ramifications?  

Of course, as we should remind ourselves, teacher education is in a contradictory position when 
it comes to the transformation of education. Though we, as members that community, may have 
visions for the future, we are constrained by the normative influences of the school 
environments in which our trainees actually learn to teach. It’s the old adage about teaching the 
way you were taught. 

For example one member reminded us that the traditional role of the teacher should be 
thoroughly re-examined so as to ensure that learner voice or learner agency is moved into the 
foreground of education. At the same time, as pointed out in another contribution, even teacher 
education is losing touch with the everyday engagement between our trainees and our own uses 
of ICT in teacher education. What we do and what they do are often poles part (we used a 
mailing list to garner this feedback – isn’t that yesterday’s technology?). 

Several contributions related the discussion about the future of schooling to ideas about 
personalising teacher training. Why do all trainee teachers, all of the time, need to meet all of 
the standards? Is there not more scope for developing approaches in which all learners, 

 
Literally blue skies thinking? 

http://www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/get-involved/power-league/
http://www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/get-involved/power-league/
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including trainee teachers, are provided with the opportunity to demonstrate their capabilities 
through a range of outcomes using media best suited to their interests, needs and aptitudes. 

Naturally, ICT is at the heart of this possibility and no more so than in ITTE. Learners, teachers 
and teacher educators should be able to exploit the potential of existing, emerging and 
aspirational technologies to access, interrogate, manipulate, create, develop, enhance, 
communicate, exchange and share information and ideas though a range of media in a variety of 
meaningful contexts. By enabling teachers and educators to guide, monitor, appraise, evaluate 
and intervene in the development of learning through portfolios of evidence that have been 
accumulated according to criteria a range of responses to negotiated, ‘personalised’ tasks could 
be developed. 

ITTE needs to work on, and to share with the New Horizons programme, a vision for teacher 
education. This is not just a vision about technology in education but a vision about the 
aspirations and capacities of the people who teach in education. The future of education is 
(strongly?) determined by the professional character of new teachers coming into the system. At 
present that character is constructed by the very education system we want to change. 

Perhaps a new approach to school-based training is needed, an approach that values innovation 
and evaluation (i.e. an evidence-based approach) over the ‘mere’ demonstration of competence. 
For ITTE it is the newly qualified (ICT) teachers we help to mould who will drive the change 
agenda. 

david.longman@newport.ac.uk 

Endnote: Beyond Current Horizons Research Challenges. 
This is the complete list from the BCH website. Phase 2 will focus on five of these: 

1. Childhood 2025 and beyond - In what possible ways might childhood change over the next 20-50 years?  
2. Knowledge in 2025 and beyond - How is knowledge produced, where, in what institutional settings, how 

it is regulated, how might disciplinary boundaries erode or change?  
3. Diverse populations - Focusing on questions of demographic change, in particular lowering fertility, 

migration, increased aging societies, increased mobility within and between nations, immigration patterns.  
4. Identities and communities - How might ‘identity’ and ‘community’ develop in relation to the 

development of networked, pervasive and personal technologies?  
5. New modalities, new democracies - Focusing specifically upon questions of modalities of 

communication offered by developments in information and communications technologies.   
6. What does ‘work’ mean in 2025 and beyond? - How might ‘work’ change over the next 18+ years - 

both in terms of wider changes and more specifically, the role that digital technologies might play in 
informing such developments?  

7. Public/private education relationships in 2025 - Looking at ways in which public/private relationships 
may change over the next 18-40 years, particularly in relation to the potential role of the private sector and 
the market in education.  

8. Coping with complexity - Problems currently faced by individuals and societies are more complex than 
simple linear relations of cause and effect - how best might we enable individuals and groups to engage 
with complex questions and to think beyond linear cause and effect models of social and technological 
change?  

9. Socio-technical change - How might cutting-edge technological developments in computing, biosciences 
and mathematics interact with social structures and practices over the next 18-50 years, and how might 
subsequent changes in social practices have implications for education?  

10. Changing spaces, changing places? - Focusing specifically on attempting to explore how the use of 
space may be changing in 21st century society, looking at the ways in which existing institutions may be 
changing their functions, their relationships with their communities, and their relationships with each 
other.  

11. Post-crisis education - Looking at the effects of potential major disruptions to existing work, education 
and social patterns such as severe effects of climate change processes, lack of energy resources, pandemic, 
traffic gridlock, massive technology failure, economic failure, revolution.  

mailto:david.longman@newport.ac.uk
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Know IT All for trainee teachers: An introduction to e-safety for 
secondary trainee teachers (Childnet International, 2007with the 
support of Becta, TDA and Microsoft) 
Tony Fisher, University of Nottingham 

I write this review in a week when the Daily Mail 
has warned us, in true ‘shock, horror!’ fashion, that 
‘millions of girls’ are at risk from their 
participation in social networking activities on the 
Internet. Of course, there’s nothing that certain 
sections of the press like better than to get stuck 
into a good old moral panic. But equally, just 
because some editors and journalists like to 
sensationalise, it doesn’t mean that there isn’t a 
real issue in there somewhere.  

The development of Web 2.0 technologies, which 
support social networking and personal content 
publishing, has seen a proliferation of 

opportunities for people to be in touch with one another, to share material, to form new 
relationships online, and yes, potentially, to exploit and harm those who may not be aware of, 
and alert to, the possibilities. It’s a classic case where, as a proportion of all activity, the risk is 
small – yet the cost to any individual adversely affected could, at worst, be enormous. 

Many young people have seized avidly on the opportunities for social contact afforded by these 
technologies. Some educators have identified the potential for both formal and informal 
learning, whilst others express concern that parents, in particular, are unaware of what their 
children get up to online, and how they may be exposing themselves to dangerous levels of risk. 
And, back at school, Internet-savvy youngsters swap details of this week’s proxy-bypass sites 
and continue with their online activities, circumventing their schools’ blocking and filtering 
systems.    

It is in this context that the charity Childnet International has developed sets of materials, 
designed to support the education of young people with the aim of ensuring that they understand 
how to make safe use of the technologies available to them. Sets of materials have been re-
worked for different audiences, and ITTE members have been involved in the process of 
adapting the Childnet materials for use with trainee teachers. 

The core of the materials is ‘Jenny’s Story’ a brief video, designed for use in schools, about a 
true case of sexual assault arising from contact in online chat. This is prefaced here by 
Headteacher Karl Hopwood, who sets the issues in context for an audience of trainee teachers. 
There is also an associated PowerPoint presentation, and supporting leaflets (a minor quibble – 
it would have been helpful if the pdfs could have been created with A4 duplication in mind). 
These are all contained on a DVD which has been distributed to organisations involved in initial 
teacher education. As the materials make clear, the aim is not to encourage lockdown and bans 
– ways will always be found around any prohibition. Rather, the materials seek to support 
education for e-safety, resulting in improved knowledge, wise choices and responsible use. 

Issues of e-safety for young people should be part of the curriculum for all teachers in training, 
and this DVD, together with the associated web site at www.childnet.com/kia, provides 
welcome support. 

Tony.Fisher@nottingham.ac.uk 

Know IT All for Trainee Teachers: 
 Title screen from the PowerPoint presentation 
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The development of simple E-portfolios 
Gareth Honeyford & Bob Hopkins, University of Northampton 

This project makes use of MS PowerPoint to enable Year 1, initial teacher training (ITT) 
students to create CDs containing evidence of their attainment and reflective practice in 
Information Communication Technology (ICT) 

Description of Practice/Process 

Traditionally the Year 1 students following the BA QTS course have been required to complete 
a 2000 word academic essay on an aspect of the use of ICT in their teaching. They additionally 
have had to collect evidence in the form of a portfolio on a range of aspects of the use of ICT in 
schools including lecture notes, reflections of curriculum links, school ICT policies, notes on 
wider reading etc. in order to demonstrate that they have met the standards set down by the 
Training and Development agency for schools (TDA) 

The e-portfolio was an attempt to combine these two 
assessment pieces into a new body of work. Whilst many 
e-portfolio systems make use of bespoke software or 
additional ‘plug ins’ to systems such as Blackboard we 
wished to make use of a system that was of direct 
relevance to the professional needs of intending teachers, 
built on existing skills and that could be undertaken now 
using existing school resources. For these reasons a 
Microsoft Office template was provided. Students were 
given the option of creating their own template from 
scratch using whatever software was appropriate for 

them, or making use of either the PowerPoint or Word template. 

The portfolio was introduced to students in the second week of their ICT course (a 13 week 
course), with some time allocated during future sessions for them to add to it and discuss with 
their peers. The 12th session was allocated as a workshop session with tutor support available. 

The 13th session was devoted to ‘formative 
assessment’ with students completing peer assessment 
and tutor formative assessment discussions going 
through a series of standard questions all made 
available to them in advance via NILE (Blackboard). 
One week later the students submitted their final 
portfolio on CD along with a self assessment form 
identifying key strengths and weaknesses in the work 
and pointing out what steps they had taken to address 
the comments of their peer assessor and tutor. 

Strengths 

• Weekly format encourages completion in an ongoing manner 
• Builds on previous established practice (the essay and paper portfolio) 
• The format and structure encourage reflection on sessions and build links between 

taught sessions and professional practice in schools 
• Less fails, good spread of marks 
• Doesn’t seem to favour ICT poor, essay strong students 
• Provides good indication of capability and application of knowledge 

 
Bob Hopkins at the Leicester Conference 

Gareth Honeyford with assistant 
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• Standards should rise further next year with provision of good examples 
• Skills required will be of great use in the workplace. 
• Less paper consumed (students no longer print work each week) so environmental and 

cost benefits 
• The electronic nature of the portfolio means that students are more inclined to revisit 

and revise work 
• Marking was less onerous 

Issues  

The project has been very successful but there are a number of issues that have appeared that 
will need to be addressed in future years. 

• Navigation is not as non linear as we would have hoped. One strength of electronic 
documents is the ability to hyperlink related documents and concepts. Few students did 
this and it will be highlighted as a useful addition next year. 

• Need to encourage reading from the beginning. This is always an issue with Year 1 
students and is not a feature of the portfolios themselves. However by highlighting it as 
a requirement of the portfolio we may be able to encourage earlier uptake. 

• Need to stress the importance of note taking. A surprising number of student evaluations 
noted that it would have been helpful to be told that they should make notes during the 
sessions and that these would be helpful during the completion of the portfolios.  

• Failure of acknowledgement, websites and glossary. These sections were completed 
badly by almost all students and on reflection added little to the overall piece.  

• As this was the first year of using the portfolios no real examples were available and so 
some students found it difficult to envisage what the completed portfolio would look 
like. Therefore, standards should rise next year with provision of good examples 

Future developments  

The portfolios will be continued next year for the first year students with high quality examples 
from the previous year used as exemplars. The Year 2 students will be encouraged (but not 
required) to continue collecting evidence in the form of e-portfolio as evidence of professional 
standards.  

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you would like to discuss our experiences further or if you 
would like examples of any of the materials/templates used.  

Gareth.Honeyford@northampton.ac.uk 

Bob.Hopkins@northampton.ac.uk 

Subject knowledge and understanding - a little challenge 
John Woollard, University of Southampton 

As usual we have applied a number of checks to ensure that those applicants for the PGCE IT 
(one year) course have appropriate ICT skills, knowledge and understanding. By appropriate we 
mean, can use with competence and confidence all aspects of office-type software, some web 
publishing and some programming/scripting.  

We make it clear before interview that “applicants do not necessarily have to have a computing 
degree but must have significant computing skills, training and experience” 
http://www.pgce.soton.ac.uk/IT/ApplyforPGCE_IT. They must have skills in all 'office' 
software (in particular database management and spreadsheets), ability to create and publish 
web pages and some programming/scripting experience. 

mailto:Gareth.Honeyford@northampton.ac.uk
mailto:Bob.Hopkins@northampton.ac.uk
http://www.pgce.soton.ac.uk/IT/ApplyforPGCE_IT
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We ask them to complete a simple (limited) self-audit 
http://www.geodata.soton.ac.uk/webquiz/users/ict/skill. Although this has just a few areas for 
the applicant to comment upon, we have implemented it for some 8 years and can readily 
identify if there is a likely weakness or lack of confidence in a particular respondent. 

Asking for self-declaration of skills is obviously not particularly rigorous but, these steps, 
together with further questioning at interview have not let us down badly in the past. 

Recruitment to quota is difficult and we have been reluctant to add too many hurdles that might 
deter or impede applications from, otherwise good potential teachers. 

Because of a number of simultaneous issues of poor subject knowledge and understanding 
arising in the first placements this year, we have had to take action. My first step was to 
circulate the problem on the ITTE mail list.  

Here are some pertinent comments arising - forgive my editorial selection and interpretation. I 
have not used names but anyone has a right-to-reply. 

“Comes down to them John. I think you stress to them that they are unlikely to pass the course, 
and that they will have to pull out all the stops if they are to meet the standards.” 

“Hi John, this is never easy. But it sounds like you have already answered your own question in 
some senses. You have already identified serious weaknesses and have grave doubts about the 
suitability of this person - it's a lot for them to do in a PGCE year and into induction. Maybe it's 
setting them up for failure further down the line. So I guess it's time to apply the big question, 
would you like your own children or friend's children if they were in, say, Year 8 to be in an ICT 
lesson week after week with this person next year?” 

http://www.geodata.soton.ac.uk/webquiz/users/ict/skill
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“Is this person not guilty of making fraudulent claims about their ICT abilities? If this is the 
case, are they entitled to further sympathetic consideration given that they don't seem to be able 
to make up for their shortfall through further study or even recognise what they can't do?” 

“Learning software is an element of it but this isn't the only issue, it’s about how we put over the 
distinction between subject knowledge and subject knowledge application. If a trainee cannot 
demonstrate competence against the Standards related to this then they cannot qualify and this 
goes beyond ICT skills.” 

“I find I set individual subject knowledge targets for all trainees at the start of the course (they 
all have 'gaps') with guidance and a deadline. Mentors or I may add others, as they become 
known. If they don't meet these, they are in line to fail the course on competence and professional 
grounds.” 

Because of those emails and conversations with others, the emergency strategy was: 
present the trainees with a list of core-skills that they said they had (competence in office-type 
software) and told that they should review, revise and enhance their skills 
http://www.pgce.soton.ac.uk/IT/ApplyforPGCE_IT/SKUrequirements.htm;  

they were given 4 weeks notice of a test which would focus on one particular piece of software 
and require them to complete and exercise in one hour, for example,  

create a presentation to be viewed on-screen of 5 slides and a Master slide using the text and 
images found at http://www.pgce.soton.ac.uk/sku; an appropriate design and colour scheme to 
complement the images; each page should have a working hypertext link and a link back to the 
start page. The presentation should be saved in an editable form and an executable form, the two 
files should be emailed to PGCEwork@soton.ac.uk; 

informed them that we will ask their subject mentor in school whether over the four week period 
that they have successfully learnt to a level beyond that expected of the pupils the necessary skills 
in the software they have been asked to work with; 

That strategy has ensured that, where trainees remain, the school is happy about their trainee’s 
subject knowledge and understanding. 

For the future, we need to have more robust processes in place. One email response stated, 
“At interview: 
all applicants had to complete part of a written ICT A-level test; 
present 10 minutes of teaching a 'class' some aspect of ICT; 
bring a portfolio of their previous ICT work; 
have a good relevant IT degree (or be about to get one) and provide evidence of advanced 
knowledge of IT - e.g. "explain the function of a primary key in a database"; 

All students would repeat an A-level test later on in the year's course. If they don't get a 
satisfactory result this might mean they don't pass their PGCE”. 

A more recent response to the list by Mary Webb, Kings College London offered their subject 
knowledge audit which is a comprehensive list of items by which to measure applicants’ and 
trainees’ knowledge and skills. Available from the ITTE mail list archive. 

So, the future for us… 

Next year, (starting now with current applicants) all candidates that are offered a place will be 
presented with the list of ICT skills that they must be competent in before the programme starts. 
They are given the warning about failure to be able to do those thing will mean that they will be 
asked to leave the programme. In the first phase of the training they will be given an enhanced 
list and they will use that to set themselves ICT skills and knowledge targets. 

http://www.pgce.soton.ac.uk/IT/ApplyforPGCE_IT/SKUrequirements.htm
http://www.pgce.soton.ac.uk/sku
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A colleague from school responded to the above with… 
“I think a very important aspect, which you touched upon, is whether the trainees have the ability 
to be able to learn new SKU quickly. You are right in saying, 'we must not have too many hurdles 
that might deter or impede applications from, otherwise good potential teachers.' There are some 
excellent teachers, who may not have very strong SKU, but are able to quickly learn the SKU 
required to be able to extend the learning of the most able within their class. For example: Tara 
was unable to do this, Emma however appears to be able to!” 

and 
“I believe quite strongly that to be a successful ICT teacher you do not need an IT degree. We 
have had trainees in the past with IT degrees; however in a couple of cases they have been 
unable to impart this SKU successfully. This has been a great challenge for them.” 

J.Woollard@soton.ac.uk 

Remembering Tony van der Kuyl 

Tony van der Kuyl, after a very brief illness, died suddenly 
on 24th January.  

Tony was the Director of the Scottish Interactive Technology 
Centre, which he managed since it was established in 1989. 
Tony’s main interest was the use of interactive technology in 
teaching and learning and continuing professional 
development. Tony published and produced over fifty 
multimedia, online and video packages, alongside ICT 
training packs for the Scottish Education Authorities, which 
have been applied across the UK. 

Tony represented Scotland on the ITTE national committee and was a distinguished member of 
the ITTE community whose enthusiasm for educational technology was infectious and often 
inspired debate. For those who met Tony only once, it was impossible not to remember him, his 
own inimitable way impressed everyone he met, with his passion for ICT and its educational 
possibilities, his energy and willingness to give advice were all naturally a part of who he was. 
For those of us who knew Tony through his work on the committee and ITTE conferences, we 
have fond memories of drinking a wee dram or two with him, of hearing his visions for ICT and 
his committed desire to effect education. He brought a critical eye to much current educational 
policy and was always willing to share his ideas. Tony’s professional and personal exuberance 
will be greatly missed. 

Tony, with his son Chris and family have been setting up the van der Kuyl Education 
Foundation (www.vanderkuyl.com), which will ensure that Tony’s philosophy and enthusiasm 
lives on to the benefit of education practitioners and children. 

On behalf of ITTE, we have created a virtual garden of remembrance on the website, which 
links to the van der Kuyl Foundation above, so colleagues can share stories as they fondly 
remember Tony. We are also dedicating a Memorial Lecture in Tony’s name at the ITTE 
Annual Conference in Carlisle in July (14-16), in honour of all the work Tony has done during 
his involvement with ITTE. 

Sarah Younie 
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Further Tributes 

As Vice Chair and Chair of ITTE over 4 years I had several occasions where I had to contact 
Tony. The response was usually from far flung places on the planet where Tony was working 
with, or talking to, colleagues about how ICT could support teaching and learning. Tony seemed 
to have boundless energy and, it could be said, a real missionary for ICT in education. Tony had 
also supported ITTE as a committee member and as a speaker at our conferences. I have to say 
that sometimes listening to Tony varied between inspiration and finding it difficult to 
understand his strong accent, but there was one thing that could not be ignored; Tony was a big 
man in every way. His sudden death was a shock and leaves a gap it is difficult to fill. We all 
hope his legacy can be continued in some form because his commitment and enthusiasm will be 
sorely missed. 

Graham Jarvis 

Tony was always a very positive force and had a vigorous enthusiasm for all that he contributed 
to the community. He didn’t suffer fools gladly, and was always able to ask challenging and 
difficult questions about policy and practice. We had many lively conversations on a wide range 
of topics, from jazz and creativity, to eating the Ashvale Whale in a fish and chip competition in 
Aberdeen. He is much missed in the community. 

Avril Loveless 

As part of the Faculty of Education Seminar series on teaching and learning with digital 
technologies, Tony visited the Faculty of Education at the University of Cambridge in April 
2007 to run a seminar about his work as the Director of  the Scottish Interactive Technology 
Centre. In his usual ebullient manner, Tony both managed to inform and entertain us for over an 
hour and a half. A great raconteur, and, as his talk demonstrated, a powerful agent of change for 
the use of ICT in schools, Tony's session is one that remains in our collective memories as a 
lively, knowledgeable and enjoyable session. Tony's untimely death leaves a sad gap in our 
community. 

Sue Brindley 

Like everyone in ITTE, I was stunned to hear the news about Tony. Sarah as Chair and others 
have already said the words that I would have written to describe Tony. So I will mention a 
voice that matched his exuberant personality and two memories I have of it. 

The first is that I think Tony must have been instrumental in making the Arundel Hotel here in 
Cambridge put up notices (which still remain) in their conservatory banning mobile phones. It 
was the first time we had met Tony who had arrived (intentionally) the evening before one of 
the research seminars. Whilst the ITTE committee was meeting in an allocated room the 
following morning, Tony was to working 'quietly' elsewhere – work which necessitated a phone 
call or two. 

The second was Tony's keynote in Dublin. He was describing his work at Strathclyde that had 
devised ICT resources to be used by various pupils in a number of schools. For the first 30 
minutes I simply could not understand why these pupils would want to know about Boolean 
(Algebra). Eventually the penny dropped and the resources were to do with - yes you got there 
before me - bullying! 

Libby Jared 
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My best lesson 
Libby Jared, University of Cambridge 

I am not retiring, but changes in my Faculty meant that on February 28th 2008 I probably taught 
my very last mathematics lesson. I am not sure of the date of the first but mid-September 1973 
is good enough. The last ever must automatically coincide with teaching the last part of the 
syllabus and on this occasion it was using matrices to calculate walks of varying length which in 
turn leads one to see if a vertex within a network is connected (or not). In the intervening years I 
had been on a long walk and was about to disconnect  …  spooky… 

Still such an event brought back some memories and I wondered which lesson had been my 
best. Mmmm my best lesson eh? Could I write an article? Let’s give it a go. 

How pleased I felt (still do) when a colleague recounted what a couple of year two 
undergraduates had told her the previous day. It wasn’t particularly the first part of the 
sentence: ‘You go to Libby’s session and leave with a headache’, but the addition of ‘You really 
have to think.’ And what were the sessions on? LOGO – and the only commands I would allow 
were FD BK RT LT PU PD HOME REPEAT and the use of a colon in appropriate places. 

Yes, it would seem that LOGO has served me well all the way through. If anyone could doubt 
its mixed-ability capabilities then please ask them to read on. 

Easter Term 1984 saw me at new school as a newly appointed HoD and eager to lead the way. 
No trouble, I would use (for the first time in my life) a computer (maybe it was a RM380Z?) 
and a program called DART. The lucky group consisted of eight –as three were called Daniel I 
had a good chance of getting the names right - year 10 pupils (well back then obviously fourth 
years) who formed the bottom maths set. We mastered those commands (minus the colon) and 
could draw rectangles, rockets, houses, write initials and generally have good fun. Why was it 
here and ever since that my pupils/students have thought it better to repeat 2001 times rather 
than say repeat 4? 

Later DART metamorphosed (or something) into LOGO and we shifted/broke on the BBC B. 
That was a good machine for having the domed-back turtle doing a merry dance. 

Michaelmas Term 1989: a new institution and now working 
with older students who themselves were eager to lead the 
way with IT on school placements. Acorn Archimedes and a 
honeycomb back turtle (which never connected up so easily) 
included in the ‘Using IT in maths’ methods session. Forty 
five minutes or so to use all the commands this time and 
still the multi-sided regular polygon that resembled a circle 
appeared, though by now I had imposed a ban on drawing 
out initials.  

Over the next ten years I would always enjoy visits that 
included a little LOGO though increasingly tired of the pair of spectacle drawings that some 
pupils (and trainees) were so proud of. 

Michaelmas Term 1999: I needed to concoct a four-session course (with an assignment) on a 
mathematics topic that the undergraduate students could do at their level but was also 
something undertaken in the primary school. Now this was serious. 

NRICH step forward. A good friend Lyndon Baker had started a series of LOGO challenges on 
the website a short while earlier so here was my resource – and circles had to be circles with a 
stated radius. No longer could it just be a repeat and the turtle gaily going round the perimeter of 
the polygon. No, it had to start from the centre and PU to go to the circumference. As I didn’t 

 
A gardening application of LOGO? 
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think that primary children would be particularly au fait with trigonometry or pi for that matter, 
I thought it only fair that my students should have the most rudimentary of commands. How 
they moaned and it was undoubtedly the cause of all those headaches. But n touching circles (of 
any size radius) forming a ‘pearl’ necklace or n circles piled up vertically with one large circle 
on the outside all got solved (and more).  

Incidentally when the course started we still have the beloved Acorn Archimedes, but after a 
few years they were replaced by the ubiquitous PC where the home command does not return 
the turtle automatically to North but remains pointing in the same direction from whence it 
came. Quite unhelpful. 

Michaelmas Term 2004: This was the first time I had 
encountered trainees who had studied Part 3 
Mathematics at Cambridge and had a PhD. They were 
two enthusiastic, well motivated  trainees who knew 
much more maths than me - which was fine as I had 
the edge in the teaching maths experience corner. One 
(of the two) had never met LOGO before. 
Fundamentals explained and ‘off you go’. How good 
to see him make the same sort of errors as the three 
Dans et al made all those years ago and the genuine 
delight he had through sticking doggedly to self 
correct the ‘I don’t know how to ..’ messages to 

achieve that ‘round’ circle. I could teach him some maths after all. 

Yes, LOGO has given me a great deal of pleasure too and I get that warm glow when I’m in the 
classroom and see the headachy LOGO challenges being used time and time again. (A penny for 
every time I have seen ‘my’ worksheet!). 

The LOGO challenges are still available on the NRICH site (www.nrich.maths.org.uk) and 
search LOGO 

ecj20@cam.ac.uk 

Newsletter Questionnaire: Bob Fox in the hot seat 
 Short Biographical sketch 

After sixteen years as a primary teacher and headteacher, and five years in a Local Authority 
ICT advisory team, I spent fifteen years co-ordinating ICT in teacher education courses at what 
is now the University of Worcester. Since Christmas I have been partially retired, and now work 
only two days a week.  

When and where did you first encounter a computer? 

In the mid-1960s, while I was still at school, we were taken round the computer centre of a large 
industrial complex – rooms full of big white things like tumble dryers with flashing lights on 
them, tapes that sporadically whirred at high speed, men who wore white coats. We were told, 
“One day some of you might work on something like this”. Wow, we thought. It probably had a 
fraction of the power of my laptop. I then inherited my father’s cast-off programmable 
calculators and ZX81 as he bought into newer gadgets. I learned to program on a Sharp MZ80K 
(you had to load the BASIC from a tape first), and the first computer I owned was a 16K 
Spectrum. 

A challenge for retirement? 

http://www.nrich.maths.org.uk
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Computers have changed the world -- but for good or for evil? 

Undoubtedly for good on balance, though like everything else, if you want to be negative and 
evil, you can use computers to assist you… 

What's your favourite gadget? 

My Bose iPod hi-fi that occupies minimal space and gives me instant access to 9000 tracks in 
my living room – though I also like my iMac a lot.  

You are appointed Secretary of State for Education for the day. What are you going to do? 

Don’t start me. First of all, abolish Ofsted and replace it with a form of inspectorate that takes 
responsibility for improving what it finds; then abolish all tests for 11-year-olds and all public 
reporting of school data out of context; then, reorganise the whole education system into a 3-tier 
system with no formal summative assessment until 13, at which point pupils can opt for one or 
more semi-specialised schools (maximum size 600 pupils) – you attend those schools that 
address your identified needs, and do any other studying on-line; then outlaw the use of the term 
‘student’ for anyone below school-leaving age; then, after lunch… 

What is your ideal alternative career? 

I’ve always fancied being a removals man. You get to see lots of different places, and solve 
knotty topological problems in very practical ways. 

What is your motto? 

Nemo me informavit. The reason I like this ICT stuff is that I have a pathological need to be 
informed. Someone suggested a car bumper sticker: I’m an info-maniac. 

Do you believe ICT is worth the trouble? 

Early adopters make all sorts of excuses for the kit when it doesn’t actually do what it was 
supposed to do (“It worked perfectly all right when I tried it this morning…”). Late adopters 
want the whole package, and want it to work straight away without a single glitch. I am an early 
adopter. 

What's the most surprising thing you have ever seen in the classroom? 

Nothing to do with ICT. A parent brought in a dead fox, which she had found frozen solid in her 
chicken run. We drew it, wrote stories about how it had got there, and so on, then gave it back. 
When I ask my students what they would do, they almost universally say, “Please take that thing 
out of here – I’ve planned all my lessons in detail, and haven’t got time for that.” What a sad 
world. 

What's the most important lesson being a teacher has taught you? 

Nobody has ever fulfilled their potential. 

Which words are going to define the future of education? 

Can’t answer that. I would like to see the words ‘target’ and ‘standards’ removed from the 
education vocabulary. Stand up for inefficiency and unaccountability!  

When you retire, what do you hope your legacy to your field will be? 

What do you mean, when? I am unashamedly partisan, and I reserve the nethermost pits of Hell 
for people who say ‘school’ when they mean ‘secondary school’. If I’ve fought for anything in 
the last forty years, it has been for due recognition of the status and dignity of primary education 
– ICT comes second to that. 
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SITE 2008 or Viva Las Vegas 
Graham Jarvis, Trinity and All Saints College, Leeds 

Many of you will be aware, or know of The Society for Information Technology and Teacher 
Education (SITE) in the United States. For several years now ITTE and SITE have supported 
each other in various ways but each has sent representatives to their respective conferences. 

When Sarah asked if I could go as an invited speaker I had to think long and hard about going!! 
Five minutes later I agreed but there was the problem of asking my employers to let me go and 
release me from teaching I had that week. Thankfully they did agree. ‘Externality’ seemed to 
clinch the deal along with some financial support. So now it was time to put together my 
presentation book the tickets, pack the bags and go. 

At this point I should add I had never 
been to America before in my life and 
although I had an idea about Las Vegas 
I did some Google searches on the city 
and the surrounding area BUT nothing 
could prepare me for what was waiting 
when I got off the plane after a long ten 
hours flight. Firstly there was 
immigration to negotiate. Each 
passenger was quizzed about why they 
were coming to America; a mug shot 
was taken along with finger prints, and 

eventually I was deemed a fit person to collect my bags and enter the USA for the first time. 
McCarran airport must be the nearest airport to its city in the world so as you step off the plane 
you are immediately struck by the huge hotels that sit alongside the Las Vegas ‘strip’. The hotel 
at which I was staying was also the conference venue or should I say ‘convention centre’. Four 
large blocks surrounded a pool. The scale of the place was beginning to sink in. 

Having arrived on Sunday I was able to get rested and begin to take in the sights and sounds of 
Las Vegas. It is not somewhere that would be on the top of ‘must visit’ places but having spent 
a week there it is - ‘as they say’ what it is - brash, loud, colourful and a little noisy - but what an 
atmosphere and what an experience-and I would add very friendly people. You will notice that I 
have not mentioned the gambling. It is in your face in every hotel but I am not a gambler 
although I will admit to setting aside some money for a flutter which netted 120 dollars profit!! 

…and so to the real reason for my going. 

The conference started on Tuesday and the scale was huge. Around 2000 delegates from 52 
countries with a conference abstract booklet of 175 pages!!! The rooms for invited speakers and 
keynotes were like aircraft hangers with chairs!! Other rooms were spread over two floors of the 
convention centre. It all seemed to replicate the scale of Las Vegas. 

The first keynote started at 8a.m. (YES 8 a.m.!!!) on Tuesday morning with Barbara Means of 
the Centre for Technology in Learning, SRI International, USA who talked about the Microsoft 
Innovative Schools Project which includes developing tools for professional development in 12 
different countries. It was that ‘international’ theme that ran throughout the conference and I 
found really interesting. The way that ICT and new technologies are being developed, enhanced 
and used to support teaching and learning in both developed and developing nations. The 
International SIG was another session which supported this theme. The incoming President of 
SITE, Gerald Knezek, had ‘Visions for the Future for Technology and Teacher Education’ as 
his theme and the final keynote from Antonio M. Battro looked at the ‘Cognitive Challenge of 
One Laptop per Child’. 

An Englishman in Las Vegas 
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Over the time at the conference I met and talked with colleagues from Cameroon and several 
African countries, as well as Japan, Portugal, China, Australasia, the Americas and many more 
as well as attending sessions.  

I found the whole visit both work and some leisure a real lifetime 
experience.  

I also admit to taking time out from the Thursday and flying by 
helicopter over the Hoover Dam and onto the Grand Canyon 
where we landed for a champagne lunch. NOW that was 
breathtaking and mind-blowing. 

Life is not measured by the number of breaths you take……. 

BUT 

by the moments that take your breath away! (Anonymous) 

 
A week at SITE gave me plenty of those. 

g.jarvis@leedstrinity.ac.uk 

ICT research and the role of theory: a stimulating seminar 
Sarah Younie, De Montfort University 

On 25 January at Warwick University, Mick Hammond organised a seminar regarding the 
educational use of ICT and theory. The rationale was that the role of theory has been seriously 
underplayed in much ICT research. It therefore follows, quite rightly that whilst over the years 
there has been a tremendous development in ICT research and a body of empirical findings, the 
research into the use of ICT is rarely put into a wider theoretical context. This makes it difficult 
to compare and contrast work and perhaps it makes ICT researchers particularly susceptible to 
what is in vogue at any one time. Hence it was felt we may like to think more deeply about the 
use of theory in ICT research. 

This was a participative event, with two eminent and engaging speakers - Bridget Somekh  and 
Yrjo Engeström - invited to stimulate the debate.  

Bridget’s presentation began with a beautiful photo of the seldom seen ‘back side’ of the Taj 
Mahal. The monument itself was not open on the only day she could visit, but she was 
presented by a local with the creative solution of walking down the opposite bank of the river to 
see it literally from behind, a beautiful view not seen by most visitors to the site itself. This 
acted as a metaphor for ‘seeing things differently’ from what we may expect, thereby finding 
creative solutions and generating new ways of seeing things. This reminded me of 
Wittgenstein’s insight of ‘tell me how you are looking and I will tell you what you’ll find’. If we 
are looking in a particular way, then we will see things in that way (the Taj Mahal is closed and 
can’t be seen), where as we may want to move more towards a ‘wave/particle duality’, where 
there is more than one way of seeing. Perhaps this could be called a philosophy of ‘as if’; as if 
things could be different, to move to another perspective. 

Bridget encouraged us to join different perspectives together to create new ways of looking, her 
examples being Paul Hirst’s philosophical book on ‘forms of knowledge’ and Howard 
Gardner’s psychological perspectives on knowledge, although neither was aware of the insights 
of the other. This bought to my mind the work of Mike Martin, whose book Improving the 
Discourse argues for the need to be making links between disciplines and, he claims, it is those 
who are creative who make these links. This brings us back to the very focus of the seminar, of 
attempting to link ICT research and theory. 

 
A sight near SITE 
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The second presentation by Yrjo Engeström began with a critique of the much used term 
‘learning environment’. Questioning the explanatory potential of this construct, he argued it was 
‘a wishful ideological abstraction’, into which ICT is often and conveniently embedded. 
Consequently, digital learning environments ‘when you don’t have a theory’ become (simply) a 
positive slogan, which fail to take account of the complexity of all the elements. Yrjo 
encouraged us to move from learning environments to activity systems in order to better capture 
and understand the processes inherent in the spaces we are often examining. This was a 
thought-provoking and challenging presentation in which we were invited to consider how 
activity systems may serve as a meaningful unit of analysis. 

The presentations were followed by lively debates and exchanges. On behalf of those who 
attended, I would like to extend a collective thank you to Mick Hammond for organising the 
day, which was highly stimulating. It was a joy to find some precious space with colleagues, to 
talk about the very things that we rarely have time to talk about (ICT research and theory), but 
nonetheless, are still important issues for those engaging with this field and are aware of what 
the boundaries are that need to be pushed and developed. It follows that we are also grateful to 
Bridget, Yrjo and all the delegates for instigating the many interesting discussions of the day.  

We were left with some very interesting questions, which are included below for your thoughts:  
• Do we need a theory about using ICT in education, or do we ‘simply’ need to adapt a 

theory of teaching and learning? 
• What are your thoughts on the value of theory in understanding ICT implementations? 
• What have you found to be ‘interesting theories’ in exploring the use of ICT? 

If this short description has whetted your appetite in any way, to know more about the ideas 
discussed, please see the link below, which has the presentations and some linked papers.  Of 
course, we would also welcome any piece you may be inspired to write for the newsletter… 

Seminar on ICT and Theory:  
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/wie/research/centre/seminars/sem/prog/ 

Again, on behalf of the ITTE delegates, a special ITTE thank you to Mick for organising this 
event.  

syounie@dmu.ac.uk 

Reducing social inequity and improving schools with technology  
John Woollard, University of Southampton 

At the beginning of March, I attended a seminar in the centre of London hosted by Becta. They 
declared it an initiative to gain better feedback from their research findings and publications. 
There was a highly motivating keynote presentation of the important issues. It described the 
impact of the social and educational inequities upon the individuals, their communities and the 
schools they should attend. We then had a presentation of the research by the research team and 
watched a beta-version video production commissioned by Becta to help communicate the 
research findings. 

There were plenty of opportunities to give feedback, discuss issues and air our thoughts. Before 
the event we were asked to identify what we thought were the five most important key 
challenges we were facing in relation to social inequity and improving schools with technology. 
Mine were: 

• the shackle of the dominance of a single technology (operating system) and the 
associated commercial influence upon software providers and educational resource 
developers; 
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• schools’ reluctance to accept “popular” technologies to support learning, for example, 
Nintendo DS and Wii and mobile phones; 

• e-safety concerns (and the need for more robust and appropriate pastoral support in the  
e-world); 

• the need to establish an ethnic/gender/age/ability/accessibility neutral standard of 
provision of the technology; and finally 

• integrating school and community technologies to mutual benefit. 

As a result of the discussions, my insightful suggestions (or are they deeply engrained 
prejudices) were reinforced (or perhaps I refused to listen to the other arguments). 

My notes from the session did reveal a few additional issues that I think are important if we are 
to reduce social inequity and improve schools with technology. They are: 

• consider the values and affordances of IT when developing policy including the 
gimmick effect, and the impact on literacy/learning/teaching; 

• consider how to avoid the negative impact of theft – both intellectual and physical; 
• consider the rules-of-engagement by children with the technology at home and at school 

(in the home, disengaged or disenfranchised youngsters being without structure, moral 
influence, of the street, poor nutrition and high socialisation with peers whereas at 
school, technology is highly structured, limiting rules, teacher/curriculum centred 
expectations, punishment and social tensions); 

I came away with my personal strap line for supporting pupils and ensuring that the 
technologies could possibly reduce social inequity: 

Attendance then Engagement leads to Achievement 
And in the world of the internet “attending” may not necessarily mean physically – for some 
pupils, virtual attendance may be the first step towards improving schools. 

Many thanks to Becta for a stimulating and thought-provoking day - continue the good practice. 

http://partners.becta.org.uk/index.php?section=rh&catcode=_re_mr_02&rid=14541 

or Google: becta reducing social inequity improving schools technology 
J.Woollard@soton.ac.uk 

Research Corner 
Introducing a new and important regular feature that should run and run. We are hoping that for 
each edition of the newsletter, a few ITTE members will share their current research interests. 
Accounts can either be at a personal level or a ‘round-up’ of what is happening with colleagues. 
Alison, Avril, and Pete have led the way here – further contributions will be sought for the next 
edition. 

University of Brighton Avril Loveless 

There are several research interests ‘bubbling away’ in the ICT team in Brighton at the moment. 
Keith Turvey is focusing on his doctoral studies in online pedagogy in primary schools and 
teacher education. Avril is developing a couple of projects with mobile technologies, following 
on from the Create-A-Scape evaluation for Futurelab with Tony Fisher, Chris Higgins and Tim 
Denning, as well as ideas with Goldsmiths to extend the scope of their E-scape project using 
mobile technologies for dynamic portfolios in assessment. The ICT team is also engaged in an 
extension of the ‘Creativity and Digital Technologies’ work with our student teachers which 
focuses on a ‘sense of place’ and works with archive film of Brighton with the Screen Archive 

http://partners.becta.org.uk/index.php?section=rh&catcode=_re_mr_02&rid=14541
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of the South East. (See http://www.brighton.ac.uk/screenarchive/ for some marvellous clips and 
descriptions of the collection). 

aml@brighton.ac.uk 

NTU Research Cluster Pete Bradshaw 

The School of Education at Nottingham Trent University is relaunching its research clusters. 
One of these is in the field of "Pedagogy, blended and e-learning". We have a brief descriptor of 
our interests: 

Cluster members: 

Helen Boulton, Pete Bradshaw, Neil Hughes, David Jeckells, Stevie Vanhegan, Pat Wallis 

Description: 

The School of Education is fundamentally engaged in exploring models of learning and 
teaching. Two dimensions of this are the use of online and other technologies to provide e-
learning opportunities and to blend those with traditional methodologies. The blended and e-
learning and teaching group are interested in researching the ways in which technology can 
enhance and support learning and teaching and how it may be an agent for change. 

Research interests of members of the group include: 

• the use of virtual learning environments/learning platforms 
• the use of Web 2.0 collaborative and discursive tools such as wikis, discussion fora and 

blogs 
• use of such tools with and by students on placement 
• evaluation of TDA e-learning grants 
• impact of ICT on personalisation (with the School of Social Science) 
• the development of online learning environments 
• the development of online communities of learners and communities of practice 
• technology and assessment 
• virtual worlds 

In addition we would be interested in supporting research in any area of technology supported 
learning including those on schools, colleges, university and workplace settings. 

pete.bradshaw@ntu.ac.uk 

PhD Research Pete Bradshaw 

TITLE: Assessment of ICT at 16: its validity and relationship to students' formal and informal 
learning. 

I am looking at: (A) how year 11 students perceive ICT capability and (B) how the assessment 
system (at 16) perceives it. 

My project is to define the difference between A and B and to suggest ways in which the two 
may be aligned. This is development on from my original aims: 

1. To critically analyse the ways in which students aged 16 construct their learning of ICT 
capability in formal and informal contexts. 
2. To explore the relationship between formal and informal learning within the field of 
ICT. 
3. To explore the methodologies of assessment of ICT capability at 16 and how this 
affects student perceptions of their capability. 

http://www.brighton.ac.uk/screenarchive/
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4. To develop a theoretical base to evaluate the construct validity of assessment of ICT at 
16. 

At the moment I am covering a team leader's job and my research has somewhat stalled... but I 
hope to be back on track soon, and any one interested in what I'm doing might just give me that 
little spur! 

pete.bradshaw@ntu.ac.uk 

Research Interests Alison Hramiak 

My current research is looking at learning communities and pedagogical use of ICT to form 
them and I am about to submit a paper about this. I am also doing some Action Research 
studies: The use of ICT tools to enhance teaching and learning, particularly for trainee teachers 
and the use of latest tools such as blogs and wikis. (Paper with Helen Boulton and Brian Irwin 
has been accepted for the next IFIP conference in Prague in June).  

Carrying on with my list of research interests, I am now involved in collaborative project 
looking at issues around M level of PGCE courses. And finally there is Transitions – with 
specifically interested in assessment and feedback. I am currently researching the transition 
from Y13 in schools to Y1 at University to investigate the different perceptions and ideas and 
subsequent issues around feedback and assessment for such students. I have sent a submission 
to the HEA conference for this. 

A.Hramiak@shu.ac.uk 

Technology, Pedagogy and Education: what are journals for? 
Avril Loveless, University of Brighton 

In June this year, Steve Kennewell will be the  General Editor of Technology, Pedagogy and 
Education, and I hand over the role to him after a year of joint editorship. Actually Steve has 
been fully responsible for all the issues of 2008, and I’ve just been hovering in the background 
with a few tips and hints. I know that he will be an excellent Editor, bringing new vision and 
direction to the journal, building upon his expertise in the field and commitment to the journal 
over many years. I wish him the very best in his new role. 

I edited the journal since 2001, taking over the role from Niki Davis, Patrick Dillon and 
Michelle Selinger who had acted as joint editors for a year. Niki had taken on the role after the 
sad and sudden death of Brent Robinson, who founded the journal in 1991. The task was 
challenging and stimulating, as I grappled with the scope of the demands to create a space in 
which research and scholarship could be developed, scrutinised, reviewed, disseminated and 
archived to make a contribution to knowledge in our field of ICT in teacher education. The 
scope has been wide, yet the focus has to be clear. I have been well supported by a group of 
dedicated reviewers who take the task of peer review and feedback in the community very 
seriously. There has also been a good team of Guest Editors who have drawn together Specials 
and Themed issues over the years. I could not, however, have managed any of the tasks without 
the help of Sarah Delmas, our Editorial Assistant, who has provided excellent support for the 
journal and soothing reassurance for me! 

ITTE has a strong tradition of encouraging and supporting research and we should be proud of 
the journal which represents the development of the field over the past 17 years. The range and 
depth of the articles are impressive, representing how thinking, practice and research have 
matured in the international community. Our work spans the findings of large-scale projects as 
well as the focused reflections on well designed small-scale studies emerging from our practice 
There are some very challenging questions still to be addressed as we look for theoretical 
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frameworks and rigorous analysis of research evidence to support and challenge our 
understanding of ICT, learning and teaching. Steve will do a great job in taking the journal on to 
the next phase of its development and contribution. 

aml@brighton.ac.uk 

A story of two SIGs 
John Woollard, Chair ITTE Technical SIG 

At the ITTE Annual Conference in 2004, the Technical SIG was established but immediately 
there emerged two clear aspects worthy of a SIG each. The problem is that many people wishing 
to attend one SIG would also wish to attend the other and so each time we meet the agenda 
deals with the themes sequentially.  

SIG Technical - hardware, software and systems provision for teacher training 

SIG Technical - ICT as a subject discipline 

SIG Technical - hardware, software and systems provision for teacher training 

In 2006 we conducted a survey of ITTE members who were concerned with the quality of 
technical support in institutions and the issues arising from the provision. The survey 
considered: storage, access and web page publishing; software; learning platforms/on-line 
teaching materials/services and email; hardware and services. The anonymised data has been re-
established at http://www.pgce.soton.ac.uk/technical. The most positive responses related to 
passwords; departmental technicians; VLE/email offsite; 24-7 provision and virus protection. 
The least good responses included:  server/collaborative facilities; wireless networking; school 
network access; web publishing; alumni/external access to HEI facilities and the installation of 
trial software. HEI computer services support for TDA funded hardware is seen as having 
particular issues. Points made regarding the funded laptops included: 'locking down' of laptops 
and Tablet PCs so it is not fit for purpose; time/effort/gateway to installing necessary or trial 
software and software deals with companies. 

SIG Technical - ICT as a subject discipline 

The discussions of ICT as a subject discipline tend to be more esoteric and any conclusions can 
be quickly overtaken by events. This coming year will be dominated by our coming to terms 
with: the Secondary Curriculum Review; the Diploma in IT; Functional Skills; the revised ICT 
Framework and new national targets; and the review of GCSEs. There are some re-occurring 
themes associated with the subject discipline discussions including us trying to make a clearer 
delineation between ICT as a subject and ICT for teaching and learning. We consider the 
exploitation of skills and cognitive activities associated with computers (like: logic; data 
structures; programming; visualisation; modelling; algorithm) that are beneficial to all learners. 
We also consider how to ensure more people opt to study computers and associated 
programmes at degree level. 

J.Woollard@soton.ac.uk 

http://www.pgce.soton.ac.uk/technical
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A “Fraudulent Newbie’s” account of Conference 
Gareth Honeyford, University of Northampton 

As I was about to reach the end of my second year running the ICT component of ITT courses at 
Northampton and preparing for my second year attending(and presenting at) the ITTE 
conference I must confess to feeling a little sheepish when I spoke to Margaret Danby about 
enrolling on the New Tutors induction program. Lured by the prospect of extra meetings and an 
8.15 Friday start (or perhaps it was the TDA funded conference fees) I could hardly resist, and I 
am very pleased I didn’t. 

The new tutors sessions proved to be very useful and 
informative with wide ranging and useful 
discussions on everything from managing research to 
sustainability. Even more useful was the chance to 
meet new colleagues and established ITTE ‘faces’ 
and to know that next year the whole experience will 
be less intimidating. 

Overall conference has been useful to with some 
fascinating sessions. An odd highlight for me was 
hearing Lynn Dawes (and Neil Mercer) talking about 
how they have been developing talk and negotiation 

around computers in Science with students that I actually teach and I am certain that this is an 
area I will follow up. The opportunity to ‘Role play’ in front of all my colleagues was also 
clearly a highlight. 

It was also rewarding to receive such positive feedback from the session I gave with Bob 
Hopkins on ‘Low Tech e-portfolios’, now an article in this edition of the Newsletter, and this 
looks set to lead to some collaborative projects that I am very excited about. 

So in conclusion, I am happy to report that my second ITTE conference (and first as a newbie) 
was rewarding and interesting and was definitely enhanced by the new tutors induction 
program.  

Gareth.Honeyford@northampton.ac.uk 

 

Newbies and “oldies” at the Leicester Conference 

mailto:Gareth.Honeyford@northampton.ac.uk
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Join the free ITTE induction programme for ICT tutors in the UK.    

Discuss aspects of your initial teacher education role with other new tutors and the experienced 
programme leader.   

Find out about sponsorship to cover the ITTE Conference fee.   

Come along and find out what others are doing, make new friends at this small and friendly 
conference and be inspired! 

For more information contact, Margaret Danby, Project Manager, ITTE Subject Resource 
Network, danby@soteme.freeserve.co.uk The induction programme and ITTE Conference are 
in Carlisle, 13-16 July 2008. 

ITTE Induction Project or Subject Resource Network (ICT) 
Roger Keeling 

Is your marking burdensome? Do you call in Pickfords to carry student portfolios home for 
marking? Do you agonise as to whether it is the student's own work? Would some form of e-
assessment or e-portfolio make your life easier? I am sure that new tutors would appreciate help 
over the whole question of the assessment process 

Part of the resources that are being uploaded this year includes a section on e-assessment and e-
portfolios. The emphasis is on how tutors utilise these approaches (and not their use in schools). 
Do you have experience of the use of e-assessment and e-portfolios in your own institution? 
Would you be willing to share that experience with others? 

I am trying to arrange a one day informal gathering where interested tutors can come together 
and share their experiences with others. This will probably be a week day in April at a Midlands 
venue. If you are interested in attending then please let me know (with just a couple of 
sentences about your experiences) and I will forward you more details once I have a feel for the 
number of tutors interested. 

Attendance would be free and travel and subsistence will be covered. The output from the day 
will be fed into the induction project website by the end of July. I hope that some of you will be 
interested enough to volunteer and that we get the chance to share experiences and learn from 
each other. 

Thanks for your time 

Roger Keeling (ex-Newman College) 

PS. for those not familiar with the project please see www.ict-tutors.co.uk 

P.P.S. Please note my new email address given here. 
djk@redlands.u-net.com 

mailto:danby@soteme.freeserve.co.uk
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New on the bookshelf 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

Do you know where the North of England 
starts? Stuart Maconie in Pies and Prejudice 
(Ebury) deduces it’s Warrington (on the 
western side at least). This is based on the 
fact that it’s the first town where you get 
embraced by industry when you get off the 
train. From experience the aroma of washing 
powder is a definite secondary indication. 
Maconie comes from Wigan (so he knows 
his pies) and taught in Skem before 
becoming a writer and broadcaster. I really 
enjoyed this book. However I couldn’t get 
any sympathy for the author of The Longest 
Crawl (Bloomsbury). Ian Marchant sets out 
to pub-crawl from the Scillies to the 
Shetlands – I kept with them to Devizes but 
the promise of real-ale, cricket and beards 
failed to capture my attention. So I gave up 
and read the next Michael Dibden instead, 
Dead Lagoon (Faber). I’ve several other new 
novels building up in the pre holiday reading 
collection but I so enjoyed Marina 
Lewyncka’s A short history of tractors … 
that I’m most looking forward to reading 
Two Caravans (Penguin). 

More seriously I’ve also got The Tiger That 
Isn’t by Michael Blastland and Andrew 
Dilnot (Profile Books) on making sense of 
numbers and statistics – it is a potential text 
for a module I teach where one element is to 
critically assess statistical representation in 
the media. 

Finally I expect some of you’ve been in 
receipt of books from Pearson-Longman. 
The one with the name of one of our 
colleagues on the cover caught my eye – 
Psychology in Education by Anna Woolfolk, 
Malcolm Hughes and Vivienne Walkup. 
Thick, heavy but attractive with some useful 
content for some of the work I have to 
undertake. 

New toys 

An entry in the Maplin special offer 
brochure caught my eye – this was a 320Gb 
drive that just happens to output directly to a 
TV (INOi Media HardDrive). You copy 
your photos, videos or DVDs to it and it will 
let you access them via your TV screen. 
Really easy to set up and use and as it gives 
you up to 720i format images, produces a 
good image on your HD TV. I’ve watched 
DVDs of holiday photos I’ve made via it 
and it’s really good, running the menu as if 
you’d loaded a real DVD. I’m told this 
model has been replaced by a 500Mb 
version at around £130. Proudly I told the 
techies of my purchase only to be told that 
they’d already bought one for work! 

My mother was talking about getting a new 
Video recorder and rather than introduce her 
to the wonders of DVD recorders we went 
with the Which? best-buy of the Humax 
dual-freeview tuner, hard disk recorder 
(Argos £179.99). This means that she can 
make around 100 hours of recordings (all 
the soaps she could ever want!) and record 
two digital channels or watch one and record 
another. It would also appear that it can be 
connected to a PC to upload photos or 
download the programmes. It even appears 
to cope with delayed programme starts. It 
was certainly easy to set recordings using 
the electronic programme guide. The 
controls are mostly intuitive and she’s yet to 
ring me up with a problem (I’ve downloaded 
a copy of the manual so I can help if she 
does!). 

 

n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 
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Web Wanderings 
Neil Stanley, Liverpool John Moores University 

At the Secondary Strategy Meetings we were 
pointed at 
http://curriculum.qca.org.uk/organising-your-
curriculum/principles_of_curriculum_design/ind
ex.aspx?return=http%3A//curriculum.qca.org.uk
/organising-your-curriculum/index.aspx 
- and if you’ve not seen the ‘Big Picture’ pdf 
and the explanation of how it goes together 
(the ‘see Mick Walters’ link) it’s worth a few 
minutes of your time. And I think that’s the 
nastiest url I’ve ever put in these items! 

How not to use PowerPoint 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLpjrHzgSR
M 

And if you want to capture those YouTube 
videos -  
http://keepvid.com/ 
(is this legal though?). 

Need to blog but can’t do much on your 
work web space because the institution has it 
locked down then “Thingamablog is a cross-
platform, standalone blogging application 
that makes authoring and publishing your 
weblogs almost effortless. Unlike most 
blogging solutions, Thingamablog does NOT 
require a third-party blogging host, a cgi/php 
enabled web host, or a MySQL database. In 
fact, all you need to setup, and manage, a 
blog with Thingamablog is FTP, SFTP, or 
network access to a web server.” It works 
well enough but I haven’t worked out how to 
blog from more than one machine or a pen 
drive. See 
http://thingamablog.sourceforge.net/. 

Kompozer 
http://kompozer.sourceforge.net/ 
is this a free alternative to Dreamweaver? 

Want to print big but only got an A4 colour 
printer then PosteRazor 
http://posterazor.sourceforge.net/ 
will convert a JPEG into a series of A4 pdf 
pages which you can then print and glue 
together. 

 Rasterbator http://homokaasu.org/rasterbator/ 
does likewise, but with dots and goes bigger. 

The National Museum of Computing is in 
Bletchley Park and at 
http://www.tnmoc.org/. 

The Jing Project 
http://jingproject.com/ 
is a free download for capturing images and 
video (which can be published on their 
website) mostly used to help explain how to 
do things. 

Avidemux 
http://fixounet.free.fr/avidemux/index.html 
is a free video editor. As is Wax  
http://www.debugmode.com/wax/ 

However Jing 
http://jingtea.com/ 
sells posh tea. I recommend the 2007 
Organic Silver Needle White Tea (Yin 
Zhen). 

A spoof website for questioning web 
validity at 
http://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/. 

Anyone tried YuuGuu 
http://www.yuuguu.com/ for communications? 

Beyond Current Horizons 
http://www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/ 
may get you and your trainees thinking. And 
also from FutureLab is PowerLeague  
http://www.powerleague.org.uk/guide/ 
“a way of stimulating discussion among 
students in Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4.” 

How about the European Gateway to 
Science Education – Xplora? 
http://www.xplora.org/ww/en/pub/xplora/ 

Courses, resources and lessons. 
http://www.sputtr.com/ 

http://curriculum.qca.org.uk/organising-your-curriculum/principles_of_curriculum_design/index.aspx?return=http%3A//curriculum.qca.org.uk/organising-your-curriculum/index.aspx
http://curriculum.qca.org.uk/organising-your-curriculum/principles_of_curriculum_design/index.aspx?return=http%3A//curriculum.qca.org.uk/organising-your-curriculum/index.aspx
http://curriculum.qca.org.uk/organising-your-curriculum/principles_of_curriculum_design/index.aspx?return=http%3A//curriculum.qca.org.uk/organising-your-curriculum/index.aspx
http://curriculum.qca.org.uk/organising-your-curriculum/principles_of_curriculum_design/index.aspx?return=http%3A//curriculum.qca.org.uk/organising-your-curriculum/index.aspx
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLpjrHzgSRM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HLpjrHzgSRM
http://keepvid.com/
http://thingamablog.sourceforge.net/
http://kompozer.sourceforge.net/
http://posterazor.sourceforge.net/
http://homokaasu.org/rasterbator/
http://www.tnmoc.org/
http://jingproject.com/
http://fixounet.free.fr/avidemux/index.html
http://www.debugmode.com/wax/
http://jingtea.com/
http://zapatopi.net/treeoctopus/
http://www.yuuguu.com/
http://www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/
http://www.powerleague.org.uk/guide/
http://www.xplora.org/ww/en/pub/xplora/
http://www.sputtr.com/
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is a multi-engine search tool – but only one 
at a time. However it does have some 
interesting places to search. 

Tour the Unesco World Heritage sites in 3D 
at 
http://www.world-heritage-tour.org/. 

http://www.flyakiteosx.com/ 
seems to let you make your Windows PC 
look like a Mac. 

How about using comic strips to get learners 
to represent simple ideas or concepts: try 
http://www.readwritethink.org/materials/comic/ 
or 
http://www.toondoo.com/ 
or (not free but more complex) 
http://plasq.com/comiclife-win.  

Nothing really silly this time, must be 
working too hard! 

n.r.stanley@livjm.ac.uk 

ITTE Committee Members 2007-2008 
Richard Bennett Elected 2007 - 2010 University of Chester  

Ken Bingham Elected 2005-2008 University of Cambridge 

Pete Bradshaw Elected 2006 - 2009 Nottingham Trent University 

Babs Dore Secretary University of Northampton 

Tony Fisher Co-opted University of Nottingham 

Bob Fox Co-opted University of Worcester 

Helena Gillespie Elected 2006 - 2009 University of East Anglia 

Chris Higgins Treasurer Oxford Brookes University 

Alison Hramiak Elected 2007-2010 Sheffield Hallam University 

Libby Jared Visitor (Newsletter) University of Cambridge 

Graham Jarvis Past Chair – Co-opted Trinity and All Saints College, Leeds 

Steve Kennewell Visitor (Editor TPE) Swansea Metropolitan University 

David Longman Co-opted University of Wales Newport 

Dave Murray Co-opted University of Cumbria 

John Potter Elected 2006 - 2009 Institute of Education (London) 

Ken Powell Elected 2007 – 2010 Vice-Chair Canterbury Christ Church University 

Sarah Younie Chair De Montfort University 

 

http://www.world-heritage-tour.org/
http://www.flyakiteosx.com/
http://www.readwritethink.org/materials/comic/
http://www.toondoo.com/
http://plasq.com/comiclife-win
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ITTE Receipt and Payment Accounts 
Year ending 31/12/2006 
Presented at Conference by the Treasurer 

 
Receipts (2006) (2005) Payments  (2006) (2005) 

 Membership fees 4775 3910  Stationery and Newsletter 833 789 

 TPE royalties 4000 4150  Travel and Subsistence 4630 4832 

 Interest on deposits 362 245  TPE costs 4333 4475 

 Research Conference 2415 3995  Website 2787 2132 

 Summer conference 3386 750  Research Conference - 6882 

  14938  13050  Summer Conference 200 1013 

     Voices project 2000 - 

      14783  20123 

BALANCE at 31/12/2006:                 £34500                    

 

 

Endpiece 
Libby Jared, University of Cambridge 

Last month I wanted to borrow E-learning in the 21st Century by Randy Garrison [2003] from 
my Faculty Library. Unfortunately someone had got there before me and so to keep me 
occupied whilst it was out on loan, I picked up Garrison’s [1989] book Understanding Distance 
Education: A framework for the future.  

I enjoyed reading it from cover to cover. 

According to the date stamp sheet I am only the third person to borrow this - the previous two 
borrowings were back in March 1998 and June 2000. 

The author concludes his preface: ‘I am most thankful for May’s efforts in transferring the 
manuscript from a word processor to a desk-top publishing system which at times was 
extremely frustrating.’ Yes, we know what you mean. 

The subheading on page 86 is Computer Based Ancillary Media which highlights three 
technologies: videotex, compressed video and laser videodisc: ‘ … an enormous capacity to 
store information, approximately the size of an LP record and can store upto 54,000 addressable 
frames or pictures on each side. The real power from an educational perspective, however, is 
…” Yes we remember the Doomsday book project well.   

As someone on the look-out for references, I thought I would scan the reference list at the back. 
Many were dated in the 1980s and thus up-to-date at publication. Sadly I recognised only two 
and pondered over two more. The lack is entirely due to my inabilities I am sure. Still, there was 
Plato [1973] - well actually a translation by Hamilton - and W. Perry [1977 and 1981]. Gosh 
Walter of the then brand new Open University Fame. Of the other two, one I have dismissed, 
but the other is Robinson B [1984] on Telephone Teaching. Not ITTE’s Brent (who is also 
mentioned by Avril in this Newsletter) surely? Probably not, but it was nice to have the memory 
back.    
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I learnt many things I didn’t know, though maybe I should have, and you might already know. 
The excellent definition of technology on p42 would surely silence the IT or ICT debate once 
and for all. (Ah but you will have to read the book to find out more). 

It was a real pleasure to read this book. It was a luxury to pick up a book that is now ‘old’ and 
educational technology was really only beginning. Garrison is setting out the arguments that 
distance education is starting to become more than the postal correspondence course. There are 
wonderful quotes a plenty but I will share only three here: 

The first made me think about current day practice of schools and their case of the Internet – 
‘Communications technology is breaking down the existing bureaucratic structure where 
the teacher is the primary source of information and control’ [p41]. How much breaking 
down has taken place?  

I leave the second and third to standalone. 

‘To maintain the integrity of the educational process, lines of communication must exist 
between teacher and student. Decentralising the educational process does not simply 
mean granting unconditional autonomy to the distance learner. Unfortunately some 
distance education operations come very close to giving complete freedom without 
providing the necessary support within the educational transaction’ [p88]. 

The last (a secondary quote citing a 1975 publication by I. K. Davies) is 
‘Efficiency involves doing things right; effectiveness involves doing the right things’ 
[p44]. 

Now if only …. 
ecj20@cam.ac.uk 
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Coming soon … 

The 10th ITTE Research Seminar 
will be held on 

Friday 28th & Saturday 29th November 2008 

as usual at the sumptuous venue of 

The Møller Centre, Churchill College, Cambridge. 

Confirmed Keynote Speaker: Prof. Gilly Salmon 

Enquiries to Libby Jared: ecj20@cam.ac.uk 

 



 

Produced in Microsoft Word by Libby Jared  Printed by Cranfield University Press 
Leicester Conference photographs courtesy of Alan Rodgers 

 

 

ICT and the Learning Environment 

 
Carlisle (Fusehill) Campus 

    

Mon to Wed 

July 14th – 16th 2008    

 

Key speakers: Dr Nick Hine, Dundee University, Tim Tarrant, TDA, 
Les Watson, ICT Consultant, John Williams, HMI 

 

Further details via the link from ITTE web site 

Conference contact: Dave.Murray@cumbria.ac.uk 

Who and where does this Newsletter go to? 

Two copies are snail-mailed to institutional members’ named representatives for circulation. One copy is snail-
mailed to each individual member. Further copies are posted to relevant government agencies. Soon after 
publication, each issue is posted as a pdf on the ITTE website. 

mailto:Dave.Murray@cumbria.ac.uk
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